Reducing my risk of intrusion: an intention of old homebound women who live alone.
In assessing home safety for older persons, nurses have checked home security or assessed fear of crime but neglected to explore intentions to reduce the risk of intrusion. To describe the intentions of old homebound women relative to reducing the risk of intrusion. A descriptive phenomenological method was used. The 40 participants (aged 85-98 years, M = 89.6) met criteria for age, living alone, and homebound status. Over 18 months, a series of tape-recorded interviews was completed, focusing on perceptions about changes in feeling safe at home and precautions to prevent the need to reaching help quickly. Data analyzed were drawn from interviews with the 32 women who reported intentions to reduce intrusion risk. Feeling safe in-place was contextual to recognizing intrusion risk and intentions to reduce the risk. Most women denied a recent change in feeling safe but reported intentions to reduce intrusion risk. The nine women who reported feeling less safe referred to various personal-social situations as explanatory. The five components of the phenomenon were keeping watch here, keeping out of harm's way here, preventing theft and vandalism here, discouraging people who might want to get in here, and keeping intruders out of here. Each component phenomenon was the umbrella for a variety of specific intentions to reduce intrusion risk. Each woman was intending to reduce intrusion risk in unique ways. When conducting home safety assessments, nurses should explore intentions to reduce intrusion risk and use that information as a basis for individualized interventions to promote safety, rather than relying on generic suggestions such as locking the door.